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Think it, Plan it, Document it, Do it
We all have a system of making a list
of things to do. Maybe it’s in a notebook, on
our computer, in our phones, sometimes even
napkins. Don’t laugh – you’ve done it too. We
fool ourselves at times thinking we can make
and keep that list in our head. Not possible.
With a zillion responsibilities and pulled in as
many directions in the course of a single week,
how often does our To-Do list never get finished or even recorded? Too
many times we get distracted
and start working on a new
project that was not included
in the week’s list of priorities.
What’s even scarier
is not even having an actual
list but flying by the seat of
our pants. We hold ourselves
accountable and ultimately
make better use of our time,
our most precious resource
with a documented To-Do list.
In Baton Rouge I worked for a company where my supervisor referred to his ToDo list as his work bible. The opening page of
his portfolio had a printed, 1-page sheet of the
day’s responsibilities. On that sheet were 10-15

tasks that had to be accomplished before his work day
was done. As he completed each project, he crossed it
out with a pen. The more urgent and higher priority
duties were at the top.
This system works. Yes, it seems simple but
how many of us end the day without completing
even half of what we set out to do at 8 a.m.? Actually
seeing the day’s projects in front of you is a constant
reminder to stay on track. The crossed out items on
the To-Do list gives satisfaction
of accomplishment. You have
visual proof you’re getting the
job done. Even better, while
you might think 10-15 projects
are overwhelming for one day,
you’ll find yourself completing a
higher percentage of your To-Do
list. Some call it “project management.” I call it a less-stressed
and more productive day at the
office.
The publication business is no different than
yours. We all have appointments, calls, emails, deadlines and personal errands to run. The non-business
responsibilities may be dropping off and picking up
dry cleaning, making soccer practice, filling up the
car… again, etc. It’s important as you make your To-

Do list that you include the non-work related
items. We can only do so many things in a given amount of time. Be wise about how many
duties you put on your list. Sure, you want to
challenge yourself, but it is not a good idea to
overload yourself with an impossible amount of
responsibilities to accomplish for a given day,
week or month.
Optimal satisfaction comes from looking at today’s To-Do list and not having any
carry-over from yesterday. It’s a new day. It’s a
new set of challenges rather than dealing with
damage control from not finishing yesterday’s
assignments. When the sun comes up, so
should your new To-Do list on page 1 of your
portfolio. We’re never too seasoned to practice
the old cliché “plan your work and work your
plan.”
Todd Breland
General Manager
Valley Business Report
VBR e-Brief
956 310 8953
todd@valleybusinessreport.com
www.valleybusinessreport.com
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Fresh From the Farm
By Eileen Mattei
Locally harvested free range eggs,
grass-fed beef, gorgeous red tomatoes, eight
varieties of carrots and containers of fragrant
herbs signal the Valley’s latest agricultural adventure. The number of small farms is rising
in the Valley as growers connect to consumers
eager to buy fresh picked produce and Valley
grown food. The New Ag age centers on direct
marketing, cutting out the middleman.
Twenty-five percent of the Valley’s income still comes from agriculture. According to
Luis Rivera, agricultural economist with Texas
A&M AgriLife in Weslaco, the region’s fruits,
vegetables, cotton, sugar cane and livestock
production have a farm-gate value of $870 million annually. Support businesses such as fertilizer, tractor and seed suppliers, packers and
shippers, boost agriculture’s annual impact on
the Valley to $1.9 billion.
The resurgence of small Valley farms is

an ironic replay of the Valley 100 years ago.
house. wine. chefs Larry and Jessica Delgado and a sous
Railroads, built to carry produce from the
chef select tomatoes from Gregory David’s farm. (VBR)
Magic Valley to eager northern markets, unleashed a flood of settlers who established
40-acre, one-mule farms and orchards. Over
the years, farms size changed from small
mom-and-pop operations to commodity
crops on vast acreages. Now spurred by the
quest for the freshest, locally grown fruits,
vegetables and eggs, the number of small
and medium farms is inching upwards.
Their total production is dwarfed
by the large farms’ output but bypassing the
established distribution channels and controls is beneficial for them.
The owners of small farms control
the prices they ask for their harvests, unlike the commodity growers who have their
prices set by outside agencies and marketing boards. By selling directly to the public
through farmers markets and Community Supported Agriculture cooperatives, the new farmers’ prices
more accurately reflect their costs, the
supply and the demand.

A young shopper reaches for Yahweh Farms’ eyecatching carrots at the Market@McAllen held at the main library
branch on Saturday mornings. (VBR)

What came first?
JC Zapata, who established the
McAllen’s farmers market at his Alhambra restaurant, now manages the
Market@McAllen (which opened at
the main library in November) and
Weslaco farmers markets. “Initially
for the Alhambra, we had to go look
for farmers. Now we’ve had a long
relationship with many of them,” Zapata said. His goal continues to be
to give the community access to the
freshest locally grown produce and
foods. Currently he is trying to find
growers of the local Lulu avocado and
herbs for the market. The market
now accepts the SNAP card.
“After three years of operation, consumers realize when it’s time to come
back to the market in the fall,” Zapata
said. They have learned the Valley’s
growing season dictates what will be
available for sale in any month, although eggs and beef are year-round
items.
Gregory David and his wife Mary
are in the fourth year of growing
House of David tomatoes which they
sell at five farmers markets and to restaurants and salsa makers. The House
of David, south of La Feria, has 8,000
square feet of hydroponic greenhouses devoted to raising four varieties of
flavorful tomatoes. David showed
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House of David has been growing vegetables hydroponically in green- house. wine. & bistro chef Larry First come the free range eggs. Then comes rabbit
houses for four years. (VBR)
Delgado one variety that is meaty raising. (VBR)
but has a thin skin. Delgado served
that tomato, along with the Mr.
Stripey variety and a black cherry
tomato in a beautifully plated salad
that day.
Initially a hobby farmer,
David starts his seeds between August and October for the spring
crop. While his season ends in
May, in mid-spring his harvests are
bountiful and popular. “I could
go back and pick 400 pounds right
now. McAllen is hopping. This is
the best market in the Valley,” he
said. When his wife asserts he has
grown too many, he replies that all
the markets haven’t kicked in yet.
David has grown beans, cucumbers and vine-ripened red and yellow peppers. “They were so sweet,
it was like putting sugar on your
tongue,” he recalled.
Mary David smiles when she
sees people picking up the plump
tomatoes to take a sniff. “Only the
older shoppers do that. They know
what a tomato should smell like.”
Fidel del Barrio raises and
and they taste like sweet potatoes,” he replied.
sells grass-fed and finished Irish Dexter beef from
The Rangerville farm, which has a goat herd
his K2 Ranch. “Grass fed beef is healthier and
along with turkeys and hens, supplies fresh
these have no hormones,” said del Barrio at the
produce to several regional restaurants. Their
McAllen market. “This is a sideline to help people
harvests include poblano peppers, plantains,
eat healthier. The Irish Dexter is one of the oldest
mixed greens and purple carrots, which sell out
breeds. It tops out at 900 pounds.” The beef is prorapidly.
Tropical Texas RCIC is looking for
cessed and packaged in Poth at a USDA inspected
Fresh from Debbie’s Garden, tiny bannew, early, and mid-stage technology
facility.
tam eggs and colorful Americana eggs are being
venture companies to apply for the Texas
Debbie Cox has been growing pots of herbs
Emerging Technology Fund (TEFT).
sold by Debbie’s spouse, Dr. Jose Rodriguez,
under the name Perennial Favorites since 1989.
while Debbie is busy at the Growing Growers
If you have a new innovation and want to take it
She began taking plants from their lower Valley
to the marketplace, maybe we can help. For more
greenhouses to farmers markets
information about our services, visit
five years ago.
www.tropicaltexasrcic.org or call 956-364-4503
to make an appointment.
Cox has an outgoing personality and aromatic plants, a
combination which draws customers again and again. “You’re
welcome to touch and smell,” she
said to shoppers peeking at labels
on various mints and basils. Perennial Favorites stocks an immense array of herbs, ranging
from cilantro and chamomile to
geranium citronella along with
many native plants like mistflower. “We’re always looking for new
and different things.”
The customer holding a
handful of beefy carrots asked
The University Center
2424 Boxwood, Suite 101-E • Harlingen, TX 78550
Saul Padilla of Yahweh Farms Fidel del Barrio finds plenty of customers for steaks and roasts from
Phone: 956-364-4503 • Fax: 956-364-5181
how to use them. “Roast them his grassfed beef. (VBR)

You Invent,
We Invest.

April 2013
market. The produce is grown in raised beds,
he said. “That’s the way to go down here. Next
season, we will bring tropical fruits.”
Yvonne Sandoval now grows and sells
four varieties of pecans as Valley Pecans in Elsa.
She bought the business six years ago from
owners who wanted someone who would run
it as a family farm. She oversees cracking, shelling and packaging the pecan crop. Sandoval
also processes and dries fruit using no sugar.
Justin West of Terra Viva farm outside
Santa Rosa explains to shoppers at the Harlingen Farmers Market what fennel is and how it is
used. Heather Gracia of Gracia Farms recommends slices of fresh fennel on top of steamed
fish. Another small farmer displaying free range
eggs said, “It started as a hobby and has grown.
We’re planning to raise rabbits.”
Options
Opportunities to get into small scale
farming keep popping up. Texas AgriLife Extension was the co-sponsor of a March workshop on alternative orchard crops. The program was designed for South Texas landowners
who would like to raise a low-cost but profitable
crop on limited acreage, said Barbara Storz, the
AgriLife horticultural agent based in Edinburg.
Soft-seeded pomegranates designed for hot dry
areas like the Valley, along with blackberries
and figs are viable border crops. Papaya trees
have also shown much potential as a Valley
crop. Loans and micro-loans are available to
get into those crops.
Legislators have recognized the impact
of new small scale agriculture and have filed nu-

Just picked freshness. (VBR)
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Gregory David harvests up to 400 pounds of tomatoes at a time from his hydroponic greenhouse. (VBR)

merous bills. One allows sustainable farms to qualify
for ag valuation. Others limit the fees charged to
farmers who sell directly to the consumer and allow
the home-based production of what is called cottage
foods, such as salsas and jellies.

Twenty years ago, newcomers to the
Valley who knew of its agricultural heritage
were disappointed to find so little locally grown
vegetables available. The evidence of the impact
of new ag is on the table and in restaurants.
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Never Too Old to be a Rookie
was a blue collar guy at heart. Back home Buddy Hawkins, surprised to win ServiceMaster’s Rookie of the
in the Valley on a break, he built a spec Year Award, checks that a ServiceMaster truck is ready to rehouse on the Island. People who saw his spond to the next call for restoration after a flood, fire or freeze.
work asked him to build for them, too, (VBR)
and over time he expanded into condos,
commercial and medical buildings, and
warehouses.
Then came the recession and
months of boredom and frustration. “My
experience, my expertise, my connections, my reputation---everything about
me was associated with construction,
and I couldn’t see that industry coming
back for years,” Hawkins said. But the
morning after the sale of his commercial
building, ServiceMaster called. “I told
my wife that all of this was too much of
a coincidence to be just a coincidence.
God works in His own ways, and I saw
His hand planning my future. Even so,
I looked down my nose at first, thinking
that nothing about this industry could
be interesting, much less exciting. Boy
was I wrong!”
After a month of training in
restoration business are difficult to master, but
Memphis, Hawkins started with two employees and the simultaneous grasp of dozens of moving
an old warehouse. “Very few things in the disaster parts involved in making it a success is mindboggling. I think that what I do now is more
difficult than what I did when I was an engineer.” Eighty percent of the disasters he handles
are boilerplate, where standard operating procedures produce a predictable resolution. The
other twenty percent involves skunks, bees,
sewage back-ups, sprinkler system failures,
computer fires, hailstorms, etc.
Hawkins’ construction experience has
proved invaluable. “I know the materials, the
techniques and the trades that were necessary to
put something together. When it is damaged, I
know exactly what needs to be done to restore
it to its original condition.” Typically Hawkins’
crews are in and out of an insurance loss in three
to five days. They do the mitigation, “cleaning
up what can be saved and throwing away what
can’t.” Hawkins has established contractual relationships with over a dozen national insurance companies and is expanding his network
every month.
Introducing.... Your future workforce and Jobstar is how you find them.
Recently, a fire in a butcher shop in
It’s a Free recruitment service to connect prospective employers with TSTC students and alumni
Brownsville polluted surrounding businesses
seeking employment. Register to use Jobstar today by visiting careerservices@harlingen.tstc.edu
with a heavy, greasy layer of soot. Hawkins’ ServiceMaster stripped the adjoining D-Tronics
store down to its shell, manually cleaned and
deodorized every square inch of the interior of
the 7,200 square foot building and had it in
operation in less than 30 days. The March hailEqual opportunity shall be afforded within the Texas State Technical College System to all employees and applicants for addmission or employment regardless of race,
storm in McAllen last year resulted in Hawkins
color, gender, religion, national origin, age or disability. TSTC will make reasonable accomodations for students with disabilities
and his crews working for 47 consecutive days
in the field and 47 nights in the office trying to

By Eileen Mattei
While many of Buddy Hawkins’ friends
were retiring, he was starting a new business. A
well-known figure in RGV construction circles
for 37 years, Hawkins had seen his construction
business wither away in the 2008 recession.
Then he received a call from a ServiceMaster
Clean corporate recruiter. Given the opportunity to buy a franchise which would clean up
and restore homes and commercial buildings
struck by fires, floods, storms and other disasters, Hawkins, initially lukewarm, decided to
take the bait. Two years later, he won the ServiceMaster Corporate Rookie Franchise of the
Year Award when he was 67 years old. In his
first full year of business, his franchise was the
fastest growing new franchise among the company’s 4,000 franchises. “It’s been quite a ride,
with twists and turns I would never have expected,” he said.
Hawkins graduated from Harlingen
High School, won an academic scholarship to
Rice University, and with a degree in electrical engineering worked in the defense industry.
He became the project engineer designing the
trigger for the detonation radar used in the Poseidon Class submarine missiles. Yet Hawkins
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The ‘before’ shot shows a disaster created by a leaking ceiling pipe. ‘After’ shows the result of ServiceMaster’s restoration. (VBR)

keep up with the paperwork.
Hawkins joked, “I’m like a goose--I wake up in a new world every day. I never
know what’s coming, but the sheer novelty of
our many and varied jobs keep all of us interested. Never a dull moment---that’s the name
of the game in disaster restoration.”
“There’s no mystery about achieving
success in this business. You put out your very
best effort every time you leave the warehouse,
period. You diagnose the problem, decide on
a course of action and do everything in your

power to accomplish your goals. The rest will follow.
Reasonable people recognize your commitment to
help them out of an unpleasant situation as quickly
and painlessly as possible, and the overwhelming majority appreciates that.” Customer satisfaction runs at
95%.
In January Hawkins launched ServiceMaster
All Pro, a franchise to serve Hidalgo County, and is
finalizing plans to build a McAllen warehouse and office.
“I’ve gone from rocket science to construction, and now I’m a glorified janitor. I’ve never en-

joyed work as much as I do now,” Hawkins
said. “The most rewarding part of my job is
helping good people out of bad situations. It’s
both a rewarding and sobering experience when
you meet folks in a disaster situation. You think
but for the grace of God, it could have been me.
You feel truly blessed to be able to say, ‘Starting
right now, things are going to get better!’”
For more information, see the website www.smrallpro.com or call 423-3601 or 631-3601.
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America Hits the Road … Again
By Eileen Mattei
In early March the Wall Street Journal reported that vehicle sales were up noticeably in February from a year earlier.
Ford had increased its sales by 9%; Toyota
by 4%; and General Motors by 7%. Sales
in 2013 are now projected to top 15 million cars and trucks, a significant rise.
Car and truck dealers in the Rio
Grande Valley saw the same surge. Reports
circulated of dealerships selling 60 to 100
cars in a single day in late February.
Ronnie Bernal, general manager,
partner and vice president at Frank Smith
Toyota and Frank Smith Hyundai, said
Toyota has high expectations of its dealers
this year. “Their forecast and production
numbers are through the roof. They don’t
do that without knowing something. The
car business is going to go through some
growth it hasn’t had in some time. The question is, are the dealers ready for it. Toyota
said even if you don’t do anything different,
you are going to have a good time.”

Breakfast,	Lunch	&	Dinner!		
Dine	Local!

(956)	425-1060
105	W.	Tyler	Ave.,		Harlingen
(At	The	Foot	of	The	Tracks)
www.facebook.com/ElVaqueroRestaurant

Other factors have come into play
to send people to dealerships in large numbers. “A lot of folks get their income tax
refunds in the first quarter. We generally
have people with good down payments in
the first quarter and that happened as anticipated,” Tipton said. Plus, the American fleet of private cars and trucks is now as
old as it’s been in the last 60 years. Interest
rates are so low and that makes financing
highly attractive. National, regional and local advertising were all going full blast. In
addition, Ford rolled out truck promotions
during January and February offering their
best rebates and incentives. In the Valley,
Ford trucks and SUVs outsell cars 2:1
“We’ve had a storm brewing with
all the cash out there, the good deals and
the supply available,” Tipton said. “For us
it was the perfect storm.” He rated the last
week of February as outstanding. “We did
two weeks’ worth of business in the final
week.” He was happy to hear that 15 million cars should be sold in the US this year,
because he believes anything above 10 million is good news.
Ford Sales
Both Frank Smith and Tipton now
Ford introduced an all new Fusion and
redesign of several vehicles last year. “It’s taken have Hyundai stores. Tipton’s Hyundai
about this long to get to capacity (in produc- opening in 2012 boosted its workforce to
tion) and to get the dealers the inventory they 117. Bernal said Hyundai has announced
were looking for by January and February,” said production is going to remain the same as
2012 because they are maxed out in manuJim Tipton of Tipton Ford in Brownsville.

But Bernal still remembers the dark days
of 2008, which coincided with the dealership’s
relocation to the Expressway frontage in Pharr.
“Every car dealer’s prayer then was ‘Dear Lord,
let me last through this recession and I promise to
do things different next time.’” So he is poised to
do things differently. “To go to a Category One
(dealership level), you need to do something new.
Our dealership has a phenomenal team. We are
going to ramp up and go for our fair share.”
The recent surge in sales can be attributed
in part to pent-up demand, Bernal said. After the
Cash for Clunkers program, people kept hanging onto their cars, which are now engineered to
last much longer. But the average American car or
truck is now about 11 years old. Bernal has seen
vehicles with 150,000 to 175,000 miles being offered for trade-in. But a notable portion of customers are buying new cars without a trade-in.
“The manufacturers have confidence people are ready to buy cars,” Bernal added. As a
result, more vehicles are available, and manufacturers are putting more money in advertising and
incentives.

Tipton Ford has reported weeks with double the normal sales volume. (VBR)

Ronnie Bernal, Frank Smith Toyota general manager and VP, anticipates strong sales throughout
2013. (VBR)

facturing capacity. He doesn’t expect the
demand to decrease, though.
Frank Smith currently has 220 employees between the two stores, although
Bernal said they are on a 24/7 alert for potential employees. “We are always looking
for good people, not necessarily with car
experience.” New employees will be part
of the people-processes- marketing drive
to reach the Category One level. The challenge will be increasing traffic to the store
and managing it, Bernal said. “It’s a matter
of going from good to great.”
“The Valley’s economy is in a growth
spurt, with Mexican nationals bringing
their businesses here,” Bernal concluded.
Experts are saying the demand for new
vehicles is going to last for the next three
years.
For more information, see franksmithonline.
com or call 784-3312. To reach Tipton, see
tiptonmotors.com or call 350-5600.
Premium Automotive Services
Land Rover - Jaguar - Volvo
Service, Repair & Diagnostics

Dealer Equivalent Services,
Repairs, Programming & Computer Diagnostics
Factory Trained Master Certified Land Rover,
Jaguar & Volvo Technician Support
24 Month / 24,000 Mile Warranty
Complimentary
Shuttle Service, Brake
Inspections & Vehicle
Service Inspections

956.318.5126

122 N. McColl Rd at Hwy. 107 Edinburg, TX

premautosvc@yahoo.com

Premium Automotive Services is an independent business specializing in the service and repair of Land Rovers, Jaguars, and
Volvos. We are not an authorized Land Rover/Jaguar/Volvo dealership, we do not sell new Land Rovers/Jaguars/Volvos, and
we’re not otherwise affiliated with, originating from, sponsored by, or approved by Land Rover/Jaguar/Volvo in any way.
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Teaching What You’ve Learned
By Eileen Mattei
		
If you’ve
ever thought about
teaching in your field
of expertise, consider becoming an
adjunct instructor.
This option lets you
test your affinity for
education, and at the
same time opens up
the possibility of a
second or retirement
career. All of the
region’s universities
and colleges employ
adjunct instructors
or professors.
		
An
adjunct
instructor
is hired as needed
to teach a specific
course at the college
TSTC Provost Adam Hutchison, a one-time adjunct professor, and Rudy Marks, level. Qualifications
TSTC Director of Continuing Education, agreed that experienced business profes- for an adjunct position depend on the
sionals make good adjunct instructors. (VBR)
course.
Technical
courses and continuing education classes require expertise that is gained
through employment experience in the specific field
and sometimes backed by certification and industry
licensure. To teach academic courses transferrable
to another institution, adjunct professors must meet
college accreditation standards, typically by holding,
at minimum, a master’s degree in the field.
“We know there are experts out there, people
who have certifications from SHRM or Microsoft,
for example. We want to utilize their talents to develop the workforce,” said Rudy Marks, Director
of Corporate and Community Education for Texas
State Technical College, Harlingen. “We haven’t
made that connection between the business community and us.”
Marks is looking for adjunct instructors with
real-world experience applying technical theory.
“We would like to see people with five plus years of
experience in a field. The challenge is that a lot of
experts are not available during the day when businesses want instruction for their employees. Parttime or retired technical people are ideal.” Marks’s
department has 30 to 40 adjunct instructors who
are called as the need arises to teach courses that
range from two to 40 hours in length. Most instructors teach only one course at a time for an entry level
(956) 968-4575
salary at $28 per hour.
1300 S Border
TSTC offers continuing ed courses in areas
Weslaco, TX 78596
such as accounting, phlebotomy, workplace eth-

John Knox
Village

Independent living
with a Carefree lifestyle
at an Affordable price.

www.johnknoxvillagergv.com

JK
V

ics, OSHA compliance and foreign language.
Among approximately 100 soft skills courses are
leadership, professional development and customer service classes. Belinda Tijerina, a selfemployed motivational speaker and staff development trainer, has been an adjunct instructor
for several years, teaching basic computer skills,
English in the workplace and public speaking.
“They needed a soft skills instructor. It’s given
me a lot of exposure as a whole and has led to
other jobs outside of TSTC,” said Tijerina, who
also teaches TSTC’s free, monthly 8-hour soft
skills training class. “It’s a win-win situation.
TSTC is very good about scheduling ahead of
time, and that what makes it works out.”
Stepping Stone
Thirteen years ago, Adam Hutchison started working as an adjunct instructor
in aviation maintenance technology at Texas
State Technical College. Today he is the Provost (Chief Academic Officer) of the Harlingen
campus and welcomes adjunct instructors.
“We are willing to work with adjunct
instructors to help them develop their credentials, to get certifications,” Hutchison said.
“We help develop them as teachers. We have
a formal training process that helps all of our
professionals to teach effectively.” The first time
adjunct instructor learns classroom management, effective planning, student assessment,
how to advise and institutional practices. They
apply their new teaching skills as they go.
Hutchison acknowledged that adjunct
instructors, who have proven themselves, have
an edge in transitioning to become TSTC faculty when positions open up. “For many faculty, it’s the first step.” TSTC this semester employs 66 adjunct instructors to teach academic,
technical and continuing education courses.
They continuously recruit in order to have an
adjunct pool of qualified individuals.
Registered dental hygienist Becky Alvarado works 16 hours weekly as an adjunct
instructor of the clinical dental hygiene lab in
TSTC’s Dental Hygiene program. One day a
week she works with Brownsville dentist Dr.
Nyla Gordon, because, she said, “I don’t want
to lose my touch.” At TSTC, Alvarado helps
students apply the basics they learned in class
to real world situations, working on volunteer
patients.
If you have a wealth of knowledge and
wonder how you would enjoy teaching at the
college level, check with college and universities’ HR department or the deans of a college
about adjunct instructorships.
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Star Performer in Business Development
Janie Caballero, a Senior Business Advisor at The
University of Texas-Pan American Small Business Development Center (SBDC), has been
announced as the 2013 “State
Star” due to her work performance. She will be honored at
the Association of Small Business Development Centers
(ASBDC) National Conference in Florida later this year,
representing the South-West
Texas Border SBDC Network.
Caballero, who counsels local prospective and existing business owners through
the UTPA SBDC, earned this year’s top honor
with her impressive performance: over 222 total client jobs created and maintained; 27 client
businesses started and expanded; 39 client capital formations totaling over $54 million; and
over 1,000 hours of advising effort.
Specializing in topics such as customer
service and restaurants, Caballero is equally
proficient in counseling clients in healthcare

businesses and Mexican clients
seeking to invest directly in the
area. She continually strives for
accomplishments and has worked
diligently to obtain her CBA IV
re-certification, a professional
credential attesting to her technical ability in business counseling
and training. As a Senior Business Advisor, she also provides
mentorship and leadership to junior advisors and support staff.
Caballero said her work
with area entrepreneurs is easy
in comparison to the challenges
faced by small businesses. “The
true mega stars are the individuals we meet on a daily basis. They risk everything and
work 24/7 to start and run their businesses. The Rio
Grande Valley is fortunate to have this robust entrepreneurial spirit with all of its positive effects. I am
but one of several advisors at the UTPA SBDC who
supports their efforts,” she said.
Caballero’s stellar performance, nevertheless,
is indisputable. Center Director Maria Juarez-Serna
said the Senior Business Advisor exhibits exemplary

actions that support the organization’s mission
and values. “Janie has held steadfast in contributing impact and has provided great support to
the overall operations of the SBDC.”
The UTPA SBDC is an accredited
member of America’s Small Business Development Center Network. With more 1,000
centers across the nation, the ASBDC network
assists approximately 1.3 million small businesses every year in face-to-face counseling and
training, in addition to assisting hundreds of
thousands more small businesses through online training and e-mail support.
The ASBDC is a partnership uniting
private enterprise, government, higher education and local non-profit economic development organizations. It is also the U.S. Small
Business Administration’s largest partnership
program, providing management and technical assistance to help Americans start, run and
grow their own businesses.
To learn more about the local SBDC at UTPA
and its services, call 956/665-7535, or visit www.
utpa.edu/sbdc.
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Raising the Barre
By Ellen Lambert
Like most little girls, Angela Ramos
dreamed she’d grow up to be a ballerina. Years
later, she is inspiring other women to unleash
their own inner ballerinas by bringing a challenging, innovative workout to the Rio Grande
Valley.
Ramos’ journey is a study in tenacity
and vision, perseverance and positive thinking. It began with her mother’s encouragement
to take ballet lessons at the age of four. That

launched her life-long fas- Ramos offers both Pilates and Barre workouts at Studio A in McAllen. She
cination with health and also incorporates resistance bands, handweights and exercise balls into the Barre
fitness. Graduating with workout. (Courtesy)
a Bachelor’s degree in Science from the University of
Texas Brownsville, Ramos
wanted to do something
worthwhile with her Biology degree. She explored
careers in holistic health,
nutrition and physical
therapy before she focused on exercise. “I was
interested in the overall
human anatomy and
physiology of the body,
and how it all worked.”
After researching
options and opportunities, Ramos settled on
Pilates, finding it “amazing for the body, not just
health and well-being, Ramos wanted to reach
physically but the whole
body, mind and spirit.” She became a certified in- more women while providing individual attenAs a businesswoman, Ramos knows the importance structor in the Stott-Pilates method. Convinced tion and instruction. Wanting to attract and
of staying flexible. (Courtesy)
of the importance of exercise in achieving optimal motivate more women to exercise, Ramos decided the ballet-inspired Barre fitness program
was the answer. “Barre is a fabulous ballet workout that combines body sculpting, fat burning
and muscle lengthening,” explained Ramos,
who is certified in Barre.
Taking a leap of faith, Ramos invested
in the state-of-the-art “reformer” equipment,
the specialized machines used in the Stott-Pilates method and opened Studio A: The Pilates
Barre in McAllen in March 2012.
A sole-proprietor, Ramos is the business – offering personal attention and instruction in private, semi-private and group sessions.
There are no contracts to sign or long-term
commitments to make. Her clients pay by the
class or buy packages of five or ten classes a
month. She keeps the training uncomplicated,
offering Barre classes Tuesday and Thursday
evenings and Pilates training Monday through
Friday on a flexible schedule. “I want to make
myself available to help as many people as I’m
able to,” she said. “I’m lucky it’s just me, so
I can keep my overhead down and make my
classes affordable.”
When you walk into Angela Ramos’
studio, (she prefers to be called “Ang”), the
bright colors, clean lines and simplicity, and the
positive affirmations on the walls signal this is
an upbeat place. The studio is furnished with
www.PiratesLandingRestaurant.com
the three Pilate reformer machines, ballet barres
Located at the food of the Causeway in
running the length of three walls, a dozen inPort Isabel’s Historic Lighthouse Square
flated fitness balls, ribbons of multi-colored exercise bands and hand weights.
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An inspiration and role model to her
students, Ramos’ stamina never flags as she
conducts her classes – think cheerleader, not
drill sergeant. Encouragement is heard in her
voice, strong over the sounds of a custom play
list from her iPod: “Good work, ladies. Keep
going. Only a few more. Breathe.” Trained
athletes are challenged, and newcomers are
welcomed and encouraged. Studio A classes
include participants of all ages, backgrounds
and skill level. “My goal is to help women gain
confidence,” said Ramos. “I love to see them
improve each class.”
Only open a year, classes are growing
and more are added all the time. “We’ve been
really blessed,” Ramos said. “I’m in a shopping
area with a lot of really co-operative business
people. Most of our advertising is just word of
mouth and social media. We all promote each
other’s businesses and services, and that really
helps. One of the shop owners got me started
on Facebook.”
Angela Ramos’ early ballet training has
paid off: she stays limber and flexible as instructor and businesswoman. Yet her biggest
arabesque was the leap she took in opening
her own studio. “I knew I could do it. I am
passionate about exercise,” she said. “I know
how it can make people feel better physically
and emotionally. I love what I do. When I
see women leaving after a workout, smiling, after they’ve pushed themselves really hard, that
makes me happy. I feel like I’ve done my job.”
Studio A is open to persons of all fitness levels
looking for a novel workout experience. It is
located at 5401 North Tenth Street, Suite 233,
near the corner of Dove and 10th in McAllen,
or call 205-8674.

Ramos has one overarching principle at her studio
-- work hard and keep it fun! (Courtesy)
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The Benefits of Pilates
A refreshing mind-body workout
By emphasizing proper breathing, correct spinal and pelvic alignment, and concentration on
smooth, flowing movement, you become acutely in tune with your body. Proper breathing helps
you execute movements with maximum power and efficiency and can also reduce stress.
Develop a strong core - flat abdominals and a strong back
The core consists of the deep abdominal muscles along with the muscles closest to the spine. Control of the core is achieved by integrating the trunk, pelvis and shoulder girdle.
Gain long, lean muscles and flexibility
More conventional or traditional workouts are weight bearing and tend to build short, bulky muscles - the type most prone to injury. Pilates elongates and strengthens, improving muscle elasticity
and joint mobility. A body with balanced strength and flexibility is less likely to be injured.
Create an evenly conditioned body, improve sports performance, and prevent injuries
Pilates conditions the whole body, even the ankles and feet. No muscle group is over trained or under trained. Your entire musculature is evenly balanced and conditioned, helping you enjoy daily
activities and sports with greater ease, better performance and less chance of injury.
It’s gentle…
Many of the exercises are performed in reclining or sitting positions, and most are low impact and
partially weight bearing.
But it’s also challenging…
Pilates is also an extremely flexible exercise system. Modifications to the exercises allow for a range
of difficulty ranging from beginning to advanced.
Information Courtesy of http://www.pilates.com/BBAPP/V/pilates/benefits-of-pilates.html
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Paths to Successful Recovery
By Eileen Mattei
“Everyone here is so happy. How much
do you pay these people?” a South Texas Rehabilitation Hospital patient asked CEO Jessie
Eason Smedley. The staff’s salary is standard
for the industry, Smedley said, but a passionate approach to compassionate care makes all
the difference. “We’re an interdisciplinary team
working together with the same goal of patient recovery.” For patients who have suffered
strokes, brain and spinal cord injuries, hip fractures or are recovering from major surgery or
amputation, the Brownsville hospital specializing in rehabilitation enables them to stay close
to home in a nationally ranked facility.
The only rehab hospital south of San
Antonio with inpatient certification, South
Texas Rehab (STRH) has ranked in the top ten
percent of the 791 inpatient rehab hospitals in
the U.S for six consecutive years, according to
USMDR. It is the only inpatient rehab hospital in Texas certified by the Joint Commission
for its Hip Fracture program and one of 11 in
the nation.
It is among 14 inpatient rehab hospitals in Texas certified for its Stroke program.

Fully 82% of STRH’s stroke patients are discharged
to the community (go home) rather than to a nursing
home or readmitted to a hospital. That number is better than the national average, as is the 73% of patients
able to go home after a hip fracture.
The spacious, high ceilinged, natural-lightfilled gym is the hub of South Texas Rehab Hospital. One-on-one therapy takes place here seven days
a week for inpatients and five days weekly for outpatients. Physical therapists, occupational therapists
and speech therapists work with patients to help them
regain mobility and independence. Exercises can
concentrate on fine motor skills or strengthening the
muscles needed to walk, propel a wheelchair or lift
oneself out of the wheelchair. Patients’ mobility is
stretched by the therapy pool, a room for activities
of daily living, such as reaching to upper shelves and
using a washing machine, and an outdoors therapy
courtyard with different surfaces and steps.
“We’re excited this is happening locally, being done by local people, as part of the continuum of
care,” said Smedley, who grew up in Brownsville. “The
patient is the core of everything we do. When you lose
the ability to do something you’ve done your whole
life, it’s difficult. We surround them with a supportive
team and programs and their family.” Smedley’s father
has been a patient at the rehab facility several times
and most of the staff has had family members recovering there, so she knows personally how the hospital has resolved problems. “I’m glad we’re here and
don’t have to go four or five hours away to receive
quality care.”
To aid rehabilitation, the 40-bed facility has
140 employees, from dieticians and certified rehab
nurses to 20 therapists. Turnover is a remarkably
low one percent. The two medical directors, the
patients’ primary physician during their stay, are
physical medicine and rehabilitation physicians. A
large lighted central schedule board keeps staff informed of each patient’s therapy and medical appointments.
Corina Humphreys, LMSW, STRH Director
of Case Management, said getting patients into re-

1631 East Price Road

The therapy pool is one element in the comprehensive
treatment which has led South Texas Rehabilitation to
become the only inpatient rehab hospital in Texas certified for its Hip Fracture program. (VBR)

Occupational Therapist Leslie Stanford and South
Texas Rehabilitation Hospital CEO Jessie Eason
Smedley demonstrate therapy equipment in the
gym of the inpatient rehab facility. (VBR)

habilitation quickly lowers the risks that impact
mortality and overall long-term recovery. The
rehab hospital prefers to begin rehab as soon as
the patient is stable, between 3 to 10 days after
their admission to an acute care facility.
“The Joint Commission accreditations
demonstrate that we meet high standards,” she
said. “We have proven we can manage patients
with spinal injuries and brain injuries.” As case
manager, she monitors the rehabilitation progress, reports to the patient and family and coordinates discharge needs.
“We do our own patient satisfaction
survey: 97.7% of our patients are satisfied. And
98% said they would recommend us,” Smedley
said. Even with the rapid changes in the health
care field, Smedley is confident the hospital will
adjust and thrive and continue to have happy
patients and employees. Opened eight years
ago, the Brownsville location is one of six highly-ranked inpatient rehab facilities operated by
Ernest Health Inc. of Albuquerque.
Accompanied by the sound of applause,
a patient being discharged approached the hospital exit. “This is priority one” said Smedley,
clapping with her staff. “It’s for the patients,
and all the work they have done. It’s emotional
for us, too. We look at how far they have come.
It’s about doing good by your patients, and we
are only as good as our last patient.”
For more information, see www.STRH.ernesthealth.com or call 554-6000.
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The HR Alternative
By Eileen Mattei
“Small and midsize employers can’t
justify hiring a full time HR person,” said Marco Garza. He believes the most cost effective
solution for them is to outsource most HR
administrative tasks to a Professional Employer
Organization (PEO.) Garza has a PhD in HR,
has run a top-performing call center, and has
taught strategic management, business management and HR Courses at the University of
Phoenix and at UTPA. He is the border region
consultant for Unique HR, a PEO established
in 1977 in Corpus Christi.
By using a PEO, the business owner
and manager can focus on profit-generating
activities while the PEO manages the facets of
HR, which does not produce revenue, Garza
explained. Because of Unique HR’s purchasing power, clients are able to tap into employee benefits not normally within reach of even
mid-sized companies. Small and medium size
businesses struggling to keep key employees are
able to offer better professional benefits.
“It’s not just access to HR service. It’s
the shared employment liability. The best part
of this model is the employer keeps 100% direct control to hire fire, schedule, and set wages,” said Garza. “Through a client service agreement, your employees become co-employees
of Unique HR. You keep supervisory control
while Unique handles the payroll. The employees go under our EIN. We are responsible for
submission of accurate (employment) tax payments. Unique is one of the few PEOs whose
payment of taxes is legally certified. That’s an
important distinction.”
Businesses which are Unique HR’s client are already successful. “They don’t want
you to tell them what to do. They want an extra
pair of hands to do the HR work while they
focus on their core,” Garza said. “People need
to know they are working with problem solvers,
not people who sell what they have.”
Unique HR operates a self-insured
Workers compensation insurance program. “It
allows us to stay very connected to our companies,” Garza said. “We definitely have skin in
the game, so we have an emphasis on safety. We
manage the claims, investigate, coordinate trips
to the doctor and the return to light duty.”
Being self-insured eliminates premium
audits since workers comp premiums are based
on actual payroll amounts, which Unique is
handling. Additionally the PEO takes the responsibility for setting up and administering
employee benefit programs, employment verification, safety training and risk management,
as well as creating employee manuals. They also

administer health insurance and retirement plans.
“We give a predictable cost of employment
which can give companies a competitive edge,” Garza
said. They also provide direct contact customer service
where employees can get questions answered about
their health plan or a payroll item. Before joining
Unique HR, Garza worked with numerous small and
mid-size businesses. “The successful ones that failed,
failed from the inside, from an HR problem that got
out of control.”
The clients Unique has attracted lately are interested in getting good benefits, Garza said. “We’re
particular about the ones we go after. We make sure
it’s a mutual fit, a good business partnership.” While
the clientele includes
hospitality, trades, and
transportation industries, a wave of doctors’
offices and healthcare
related businesses are
turning to Unique,
aiming to save money,
lower risk and reduce
efforts. Garza said one
doctor told him Unique
allows his best people
to focus on his biggest
Marco Garza. (VBR)

problems – billing and collection.
“Who’s our competition?” Garza
asked. “The status quo, businesses that keep
doing what they have been doing.” He has
been busy in the Eagle Ford shale area recently.
“They are growing fast, and we’re able to keep
up with them.” Unique HR does not require
a contract, and their services can be terminated
with 30 days’ notice.
A long-time business advocate, Garza
grew up in a family that started and closed several businesses. He does free trainings, gives
away content, and directs people to appropriate
business resources to help them run successful
businesses. “For me, it’s all about staying current.”
The company is also taking on Mexican
nationals who own Texas businesses. “They are
new to U.S. employment law. We help them
navigate in a simple, effective, compliant way.”
Garza identified businesses’ biggest concerns
this year as the implementation of ACA and the
effect of business taxes and employment taxes
on the bottom line.
For more information, call 992-8940 or see www.
uniquehr.com
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Businesses
Giving Back
Recycled Dreams

By Eileen Mattei
Judith Bollain launched Recycled
Dreams three years ago with the goals of creating jobs, promoting art and recycling discarded materials. Recycled Dreams’ wearable
and functional art includes whimsical purses
with owl motifs or colorful ruffles, baskets,
wallets, jewelry, dog leashes and tote bags, all
crafted from excess household items. Recycled
Dreams’ one-of-a-kind items are currently sold
at the McAllen’s farmers market.
“By creating jobs, you transform people lives,” Bollain said. After hearing people
complaining about not having jobs, she told
them, “If you make art, something I can sell,
you can make money.’ They really wanted to
work. They didn’t want to sit around.” So Bollain collected recyclable items such as tee shirts,
fabric, plastic shopping bags and water bottles.
After a church donated sewing machines, Bollain invited a group to her home weekly where
they worked together on creating appealing art
from recyclables.
“They create something new and

unique each time. They are not sewing ladies. It’s important to call them artists,” Bollain said. “When you
are that state of mind, instead of asking ‘What can
you give me?” you think ‘What can I do? How can I
be creative?’”
What an artist creates belongs to her or him.
They get all the money from the sale of work, Bollain
explained during a weekly Recycled Dreams workshop with the core group of 15. “They really believe
in this. If they don’t sell, they are not going to make
money.”
Paula Garcia, for one, makes 12 to 15 owl
purses weekly, helped by her husband. At the workshop, with stack of her purses ready to be sewn, Garcia took a break to roll newspapers into tight tubes
that she planned to weave into baskets. Blanca Lara
Salinas walked around Bollain’s family room as she
crocheted an pink and white ruffled purse, using recycled plastic bags as yarn. “Most of my time goes
into preparing the materials,” she said holding up a
skein of plastic “yarn.” Seated at a Kenmore sewing
machine, Eloisa Montalvo stitched up sturdy wallets
for children. The artists take whatever material and
notions they need to continue working at home.
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Recycled Dreams founder Judith Bollain surveys
the workshop’s output at the McAllen Farmers
Market. Each artist receives the full sale price of
his or her creations. (VBR)

For 10 years, Bollain had owned Digital
Wireless Services. After closing that, she looked
at other business models while she kept an active schedule doing tax preparation and teaching
salsa at the Rhythm Studio. Bollain’s unpaid job
running Recycled Dreams means “if they need
something, I’m the one who finds it.” She accepts donations for material transformable into
art and is seeking used sewing machines, which
the women take home so they can work on their
self-assigned projects between the weekly workshop.
The artists volunteer in shifts at the
McAllen Farmers Market booth each Saturday.
“It’s fun because we get so many compliments
on what we create. These are same unique pieces of art,” Bollain said. “When people see what
you make with trash, they come back and bring
us better recyclables.”
Surrounded by industrious women and
attractive creations, Bollain described her group
of artists who are committed to making things
better. “We believe we can change the world,
save the planet, and help ourselves.”
For more information, visit Recycled Dreams at the
McAllen Farmers Market, call Judith Bollain at
592-1408, or go to her Facebook page. Recycled
Dreams will be at Vida Verde – Earth Day event
on April 20 at Quinta Mazatlan in McAllen.
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Continuing Your Education at
South Texas College
By Martha E. Pena
Arnulfo and Raquel Gonzalez’s success
story is the perfect example of how South Texas
College (STC) and its Continuing Education
and Professional Development Department
provide quality education for those ready to
further or change their career. Without having
stepped foot in a classroom for more than 20
years, Arnulfo and Raquel Gonzalez decided to
start on a path to complete the Patient Care
Assistant (PCA) program, leading to new employment and goals to continue their education
in the medical field.
“It all started when we were both laid
off while working for automotive companies in
Matamoros and Reynosa in 2008 and 2009,”
said Mrs. Gonzalez. “We had been working in
that field for 18 years and weren’t sure what to
do next. I loved school and always wanted to go
back, earn my GED, improve my English and
work in an industry that helped people. I knew
that if my husband and I enrolled at STC, we
could accomplish all of those things.”
The Continuing Education and Professional Development Department at STC
offers Career Preparation programs that are
designed for students who require foundation
skills to enter career pathways. Wanting to pursue careers in nursing, the Gonzalezes enrolled
in a Health Onramp program that prepared
them for the GED and Nurse Aid Certificate
(CNA).
“I had already passed the Texas Higher
Education Assessment (THEA) and had courses from Mexico that didn’t make it necessary
for me to take the GED,” Mrs. Gonzalez said.
“However, I wanted to begin the right way, by
starting at the bottom and improving my English and medical terminology.”
STC Pecan Campus Continuing Education Coordinator Elizabeth Hernandez, like
many STC staff members, goes above and beyond to ensure student success. “We provide
students like Mr. and Mrs. Gonzalez with the
tools and resources necessary to build a bridge
to classes on the credit side. Case management
is one of our most important roles that contribute to student success. By offering encouragement and guidance throughout the students’
journey, we are certain that everything has been
done to keep them on their career track.”
Mr. Gonzalez candidly recalled how
his wife’s initial vision also became his own. “I
was a mechanical industrial engineer in Mexico,
so this was completely different. She convinced

me to enroll, and together we have earned our PCA
certificates. We are also certified as CNAs as well as
patient care, EKG and phlebotomist technicians. For
us this means Mission Accomplished, as we can start
working in the medical field now while continuing
with our education. I was offered and accepted a job
as a CNA in Mission just three days after completing
the PCA program.
Currently the Gonzalezes are taking prerequisite classes for the Licensed Vocational Nursing
program. Not surprisingly, they do not plan to stop

Arnulfo and Raquel Gonzalez. (Courtesy)

there. They have plans to pursue their associate’s degrees in nursing at STC’s Nursing and
Allied Health Campus. “Our ultimate goal is
to earn bachelor’s degrees in nursing and work
as RNs,” said Mrs. Gonzalez.
The Gonzalezes have inspired other
students who have started on the same path.
They are often asked to advise and encourage
them to follow through with their education.
However, one of the best rewards has been in
their own home. “Our children are very proud
of us,” said Mr. Gonzalez. “They are 18, 17 and
16 years old. The only day we missed class was
when we had to take our oldest to the University of Texas at Austin. He wants to be a doctor. Our middle child wants to be a physical
therapist, and our youngest wants to be a nurse.
One day, my whole family will be in the medical field.”
For more information on STC Continuing Education and Professional Development services,
programs, online courses and programs and more,
visit cpe.southtexascollege.edu or call 872-3585.
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Handmade in the Rio Grande Valley
sound of sewing machines and the kaleidoscope of
colors on cowboy boots carefully displayed on wooden shoe racks. Equally noticeable is the staff’s cordial
disposition.
“We are like a family here, we all
know and support each other,” said Caroline Gunn, Director of Corporate Sponsorships for the company. Gunn’s job is to foster
the relationships between Rios of Mercedes
customers and their retailers. She travels all
over the country assisting retailers during
public events, offering support and guidance
as they showcase the company’s signature
lines: Anderson Bean, Olathe and Rios Cowboy Boots. The cowboy boots, hand-made
entirely by talented craftsmen from the Rio
Grande Valley, have transcended borders for
they are not only popular in in the U.S., but
as far as Germany and Japan.
When Zeferino Rios came to the
Rio Grande Valley from General Teran, Nuevo Leon, Mexico, in 1925, he was probably
following adventure. Thousands of workers
were clearing the land, herding wild horses
Bootmaking is a time-honored and intricate craft. and cattle and planting new crops, fabricating the agricultural legacy of the Valley. The
(VBR)

By Nydia Tapia-Gonzales
As soon as they walk into the store, visitors to Rios of Mercedes Boots are captivated
by the smell of leather hides, the harmonious
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Rios family’s first venture in the cowboy boot
making business began in Mexico in 1853.
After working with his uncle a few years, Rios
moved to Mercedes, where he started a boot
repair business that grew into a custom boot
making company.
Decades later, in the early 1960s, the
company was bought out and relocated from
downtown Mercedes to its present location
along Expressway 83 where the production
of Rios boots continued and expanded. The
Anderson Bean line was introduced in 1988.
In 2001, the company purchased the Olathe
Boots line from Olathe, Kansas. “Olathe boots
are stout and great for cowboys who are out in
the fields running cattle,” said Gunn.
Today, a larger building flanks the
original smaller structure which is now dedicated exclusively to the making of Rios boots.
“We have about 30 craftsmen making Rios
boots, and about 65 of them making the Anderson Bean and Olathe lines in the next building,” said Gunn. Rios of Mercedes continues
with the custom boot making tradition under
the leadership of Trainor Evans, J.P. Moody and
Ryan Vaughan.
“Making boots is an art,” said Gunn.
In the company’s apprentice program where
they train new employees in the art of boot
making, they allow time to identify the skills
that will enable them to excel in a particular
area of production. This program lasts about
one year. Gunn was proud to say some of the
employees have been there for over 35 years,
and most have passed their skills to the next
generation, who also work for Rios of Mercedes.
Clients can still choose to have their
boots customized, selecting the hide, the style,
the toe and even a particular stitching design.
But the company’s strength depends on its
wholesaling. Their Anderson Bean boots are
sold through 600 retailers all over the country. In addition, the company has factories in
Leon, Guanajuato, Mexico, where another five
lines of children’s, women’s and men’s boots are
manufactured.
One of the activities Gunn enjoys
the most is the selection of hides. There is so
much involved in the making of a good pair
of cowboy boots starting with the selection of
premium hides, which come mostly from the
United States; a few others come from Italy and
Mexico. “We support our American products,
so most of the elements involved are made in
the USA,” said Gunn, a young Texas A&M
graduate. She loves to show the many varieties
of hides: ostrich, elephant, rhino, crocodile and

The demand for custom made boots continues,
requiring yet another generation of bootmakers.
(VBR)
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Piruchi, a South American fish which is the latest trend in cowboy boot styles.
Many designs can also be created by
hand, such as the Loch Ness Monster, which is
an Italian cowhide laser-etched to give a very attractive look favored by many cowboy boot lovers. The pride the company takes in not rushing the production of its product—printing the
soles, cutting the hides, bonding the soles with
lemon tree pegs for a good fit that will not be
modified by moisture, stitching elaborate designs-- is what has positioned Rios of Mercedes
at the top. The skilled hands of craftsmen are
essential.
When it comes to designing these popular boots, Gunn said it is a team effort where
even their retailers participate. “We all come up
with new ideas and trends that we see out there.
Our retailers let us know what is popular with
the customers and what they prefer.”
For more information, call 514-4300.

Rio of Mercedes’ boots have fans worldwide.
(VBR)
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McAllen Tourism From a New Perspective
By Eileen Mattei
People from outside the Rio Grande
Valley often fail to differentiate between the
drug cartel violence of northern Mexico and
the safe American lifestyle enjoyed on this side
of the border. Misinformation and confusion
about the lack of danger on the Texas side has
hampered tourism growth.
McAllen CVB director and VP Nancy Millar decided on a proactive approach by
contracting with Geiger & Associates, an established travel media relations company, and providing a way for positive stories about McAllen and the Valley to appear in print across the
U.S.
Geiger researches and arranges press
tours for selected journalists who contribute articles to diverse publications (including USA Today, National Geographic Traveler, Family Circle,
the AAA magazines, Outdoor, and many more)
and bring visibility and credibility for Geiger’s
clients. Currently the company arranges 80
press tours annually for city, state and regional
tourism agencies and resorts ranging from San
Antonio and Fredericksburg CVBs to Branson,
New Mexico, Roanoke, and Mobile.
In March, Geiger brought 22 journal-

ists from around the country and Canada to McAllen
to introduce them to the region’s assets, particularly
the birding resources. Geiger and Millar had agreed
in advance on the types of media writers and broadcasters they wanted: those who wrote about birding
and the outdoors and convention planning.
Few of the writers had traveled to the Rio
Grande Valley previously, so Geiger arranged their
three day whirlwind tour to give a good flavor of the
area. “That undiscovered destination angle really
works,” Geiger explained. “We are able to get the caliber of journalist we do because we allow them to customize the itinerary, depending on the audience they
are writing for.” While all participated in birding trips
to Quinta Mazatlan, Bentsen State Park and Edinburg
Birding Center, the writers broke into smaller interest
groups for stops at the McAllen Heritage Center and
Hidalgo Pumphouse, the Convention Center, and
shopping venues.
“The CVB and Chamber are not simply interested in generating good will. They want to bring
more people here, have more heads in beds, more retail sales,” Geiger said. “McAllen ought to see a big
increase in inquiries and website hits and visitors from
places that visitors didn’t come from before. For clients with an ongoing program, we can measure what
happens to the daily rate of occupancy.”
Most Geiger journalists will produce an average of two articles. While Geiger exercises no control
over what is written, it does ask for publication dates
and copies of the articles. Geiger determines how
much an ad the same size as the article would have
cost in each publication and checks the circulation to
calculate how many would see it. That is exposure
which the client doesn’t have to pay for directly.
“I have wanted to use Debbie Geiger for a
long time. Her
trips are legendary!” Millar
said. Knowing
the CVB will
see quantifiable
data in monthly
reports,
including
copies of the stories published
by the writers
about McAllen,
helped secure
essential support from the
local tourism
New Mexico author George Oxford
and hospitality
Miller, who has contributed stories
industry.
It’s
to Dallas Morning News, RV Jourimportant that
nal and Home & Away, focuses his
lodging, restaubinoculars on the far side of the Rio
rant and activiGrande. (VBR)

ties partners Ty Burke, editor and photog“understand rapher for Canada Geographic
the big pic- Travel, will be publishing arture of mar- ticles about his birding advenketing the tures in and around McAllen.
travel des- (VBR)
t i n a t i o n .”
Meals, lodging, and activities were
provided by
tourism partners, and the
air fares were
sponsored.
One
longtime
Geiger client said “the
success
of
the (Geiger)
program is reflected in a distinct increase in visitation and lodging tax collection,” which came
when other parts of the state saw a decline.
Fredericksburg, which uses only Geiger for its
marketing, has seen its out-of-state visitor share
climb from three percent to 15 percent.
Among the journalists visiting McAllen were Ginny Prior who writes the Happy
Wanderer column for San Francisco bay area
community newspapers. She will run a column
on birding in McAllen and as a freelance writer
try to place stories in other publications. Ty
Burke, a contributing editor and photographer
for Canada Geographic Travel, said he will publish three equipment reviews on the binoculars, spotting scope and camera that he used in
McAllen. He expects to find other story options. Editors of Group Tour, Semana News (a
Houston Spanish language publication), Trailer
Life, and Tribune newspapers were in the group
as were Tom Wilmer, the producer and host of
a NPR travel show, and a journalist assigned by
a convention/meeting magazine.
“McAllen’s very much a birding destination,” said Sara Godwin, a soft adventure
travel journalist from San Francisco. “The birds
here are the glamorous, dramatic ones,” kingfishers, chachalacas, and kiskadees. She aims to
write stories about McAllen for California and
birding magazines.
“There are a lot of potential markets
we can touch with the journalists here,” Geiger concluded. “The tour has been very well
received.”
Full disclosure: The writer participates in Geiger tours.
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Padre Getaways
By Pat McGrath Avery
“It’s all about relationship building,”
Wally Jones of Padre Getaways said. “We build
relationships with our owner-clients, our customers, our employees and our vendors.”
Wally and Eleana Jones purchased a
second home on South Padre Island in 2001
and six years later made it their permanent
home. At the suggestion of a friend, they
opened a property management company with
the goal of building trust in every level of the
business.
“I opened Padre Getaways in late
2007,” Wally Jones said. “Eleana, who is a real
estate broker, joined me in 2008. We started
small and we’ve grown by word of mouth. We’re
a hands-on, service-oriented company.”
Padre Getaways now manages approximately 50 properties and operates a five-person
office. When an owner-client approaches them,
the first thing they ascertain is the owner’s business philosophy. “It’s important that the owner
have the same level of concern about the care
of their property,” Jones said. “Plus, we want to
work with people we like.”
“We try to match people to the property,” Jones continued. “All properties are not
for all people.” He spends a lot of time with
prospective renters, discussing their lifestyle and
the activities they enjoy. Many properties have
restrictions that do not fit all customers such as
the number of people allowed in a condo.
Although the recession brought changes, and Hurricane Dolly wrought extensive
damage to South Padre Island in 2008, the sales
side of their new business was not impacted.
However, in 2009, they found it harder to get
people to rent properties and the average number of days per stay diminished.
“We had to work much harder to get
our renters. In 2008, it took one phone conversation to entice people but in 2009 it required
several conversations, and we spent longer each
time,” Jones said. “2010 bumped our business
up because of the oil spill in the Gulf. People
redirected their vacation plans to the Texas
coast. 2011 remained stable and we saw strong
growth in 2012.
According to Jones, the total hotel and
condo industry in the state of Texas grew 14%
in 2012 over 2011, which saw 8% growth over
2010. Hotel and condo rentals are approximately an $85 million market.
Padre Getaways works hard to build relationships with vendors. Baptized by fire with
Hurricane Dolly in their first year of business,
the Jones found vendors who could fix problems efficiently. “We got to know our outside

contractors because we spent a lot of time with them.
If someone is paying good money to rent a property
for a week and the air conditioner quits, they want it
fixed immediately. It’s our job to make that happen.
On the other hand, our vendors want people who pay
their bills on time. We began by paying them when
they completed the job. Now most of them choose to
bill us.”
The Joneses’ strategic business plan includes
adding more properties and maintaining their level of
customer service, and continuing growth in their real
estate sales business. They have one sales agent who
serves as a buyer representative for customers. “Time
management is our biggest concern as we grow,” Jones
said. “We want to work in a stress-free office environment and continue building relationships.”
Wally and Eleana Jones had retired from careers in Dallas. He had served as CEO of three restaurant companies before his retirement in 2001. Eleana
is a CPA and worked as the CFO of several companies. They bought a country inn in east Texas and discovered it as well as a property with horses and cows
required a 24/7 commitment. They never had time to
visit their home in South Padre Island. In 2007, they
sold the business, moved to South Padre Island and
began their latest venture.
“We love our business and our lifestyle. We

live close to our office,” Jones said. The level of
stress-free comfort can be found in the satisfied
expressions of their three dogs that enjoy their
office home.
Padre Getaways is located at 700 Padre Blvd,
Suite D-1 in South Padre Island. Visit at www.
padregetaways.com or call 956-761-8888.

The Joneses turned their property management
company into a full-time second career; one where
they can keep their dogs in the office. (VBR)
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Murals on the Wall
By Eileen Mattei
Murals tell stories while inviting passersby to see art as fun. Since the 1940s, Harlingen has celebrated the city’s history in large
public and private murals, with many of them
still on display outside of theaters, schools and
shops, and inside restaurants and banks.
About 13 years ago, people in the city
realized what an asset the larger-than-life-size
murals were for tourism and development. Murals (which tend to come and go) were inventoried and promoted. Soon after, the Downtown
Harlingen office began partnering with businesses and organizations to commission new
murals to beautify building exteriors. A “Texas
Highways” article spotlighted the city’s expanding mural trail and the visitors it attracted from
around the world.
In March, the mural “Downtown Harlingen: Where the Past is Present” was unveiled,
joining 19 other downtown murals. Displayed
on the side of Feldman’s Valleywide, the sevenpanel, 10 foot by 120 foot, full color mural depicts seven historic buildings in their heydays
90 to 50 years ago. Each of the seven buildings shown in vibrant, vintage-postcard style

has been repurposed and today plays an active Mural artist Bret Oberthaler signs an autograph in front
part in downtown commerce.
of the central panel of his seven panel mural “Downtown
“The new mural shows how historic Harlingen: Where the Past is Present.” (Courtesy)
buildings serve as community assets and create a strong sense of place when preserved and
adapted to new uses. That is really what our
Downtown Revitalization Program is about –
economic development through historic preservation,” said Mayor Chris Boswell. “Having
lost many of our unique and iconic buildings
over the years makes it even more important
that we work to preserve and adapt those that
remain.”
The mural features the Thompson Mortuary building, nearly 100 years old, which is
now Schaub Art Studio and Gallery. The Ewing
& Phillips Hardware building has been transformed into Cooley’s Classic Car Showroom.
The mural’s centerpiece is the five-story ReeseWil-Mond Hotel built in the 1920s and now
repurposed as an upscale restaurant and mixedthe Texas Historical Commission. That grant
use space.
Valley artist Brett Oberthaler, working from helped create a second downtown mural titled
black and white photos of the buildings, created the “Tropical Birds of the Border” and underwrote
Van Buren Street mural that was funded in large part professional photographs of the downtown
by a grant through the Heritage Trails program of murals.
Downtown Manager Cheryl LaBerge
said 10,000 copies of a new “Map and Guide
to Murals in Downtown Harlingen” have been
printed thanks to the Texas Historical Commission grant. Murals may be considered old
school, but the guides and each of the downtown murals have QR codes. A click with a
smart phone lets people access detailed information about every mural.
Murals enliven numerous downtown
buildings where unique local businesses keep
the historic city center thriving. Mike Bodenhamer, the owner of Java Café, leads downtown
walking tours on Saturday mornings. The murals are popular stops that illustrate events covering over 100 years of history. The “Dia de los
Muertos” mural sparks discussion of Hispanic
culture, while the Bill Haley mural and the “30
Years of LUV” murals lead to stories of earlier
eras. Others evoke memories of old movie theaters. One stop is at the Centennial Park which
was created to showcase the huge mosaic tile
mural “The History of Mexico and Mankind.”
LaBerge announced that for National
Preservation Month in April, Downtown Harlingen was sponsoring History is in the Details,
a scavenger hunt to identify downtown art and
architecture. “It’s your downtown. Take the
time to enjoy it,” she said.

In addition to our great service and accomodations,
come enjoy the Gazebo & Fishing Pier!
5601 Padre Blvd. SPI
(956) 761-7700
spicasabella@yahoo.com
www.casabellaspi.com

For more information, pick up a map at the
Downtown office, call them at 216-4910 or see
www.downtownharlingen.com.
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In the Spot light

The City of McAllen and the McAllen Convention and Visitors Bureau hosted
a ribbon cutting for Aeromar’s ticket counter and Diamond Club Lounge on
March 15 in celebration of the arrival of the airline’s first flight to MFE. AeroIBC Bank held the grand opening of their new Jackson location on
mar will provide service aboard CRJ-200, 50-passenger jets. Flights depart out
March 21st. During the event, IBC made a donation of $1,000 to
of Mexico City to McAllen early afternoon and from McAllen to Mexico City
The RGV Food Bank. The new branch is located at 820 S. Jackson in
early evening on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, with enhanced seasonal
McAllen. (Courtesy)
service during the Easter and Christmas vacation periods featuring weekend
days. (VBR)
Right: Alta Monroe and Gayle Hood of The
Padre Elite Team at RE/MAX 1st Choice –
South Padre Island were awarded membership in the prestigious RE/MAX 100% Club
for closing $12 million in real estate transactions together during 2012. (Courtesy)

The first birding tour to the Valley from Sweden took
place recently. It was sponsored by South Texas Nature
marketing co-op, organized by Valley Nature Center,
and hosted at the world famous Alamo Inn B&B, a
boutique hotel specializing in serving birders. Eighteen avid birders from Gotenburg, Sweden birded
South Texas for ten days, guided by the Valley’s Martin Hagne, who speaks Swedish. They reported being
amazed at the great variety of bird species in the Valley,
and were impressed by the high quality of the birding
centers here. They enjoyed Tex-Mex food and remarked
on the friendliness of Valley residents. (Courtesy)

Top: VAMOS Tournament participants
Mario Lizcano and Bert Garcia golfed to
raise money for students’ education. (Courtesy)
Right: Mr. Alonzo Cantu and Representative Bobby Guerra at the 17th Annual VAMOS Golf tournament, which raised over
$800,000 dollars this year. These funds
help students in our community obtain a
four year college education. (Courtesy)

I AM SPI
Spring Discounted Rates!
Seafood/Pasta Friday Night & Mexican Fiesta Saturday Night
Sunday Champagne Brunch

Call 956-761-6551 or Visit www.pearlsouthpadre.com

A Real Dining
Over the Water Experience
Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

Palapa Bar
Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily
Plus Full Service Bar

956.761.PIER (7437)

www.Pier19.us
1 Padre Blvd., South Padre Island
From Causeway, Turn right on Padre Blvd.
You’ll see our sign one block on the right

956.761.1160
www.schlitterbahn.com

